In a private branch exchange apparatus having a plurality of extension ports, each extension port capable of connecting a push button telephone and a general standard type telephone in parallel, when a call occurs at one extension port where the parallel connection has been done, a ring sound can be produced at the push button or standard type telephone selectively. An additional dialing provides the selection between the push button and the standard type telephone. A memory may specify either of the push button or standard type telephone to be ringing. A call between the push button telephone and the standard type telephone can be provided in accordance with the additional dialing or data stored in a memory.
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### FIG. 4

**CONTENTS OF MEMORY 14**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXT PORT</th>
<th>DATA</th>
<th>MEANING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>CONNECTED IN PARALLEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>CONNECTED IN PARALLEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>CONNECTED NOT IN PARALLEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>CONNECTED NOT IN PARALLEL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FIG. 5A

**CONTENTS OF MEMORY 15**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXT PORT</th>
<th>DATA</th>
<th>MEANING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>CALL THE SPECIFIED TEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>CALL BOTH TEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### FIG. 6

**CONTENTS OF MEMORY 17**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXT PORT</th>
<th>DATA</th>
<th>MEANING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>PERMITTED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>INHIBITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>INHIBITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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PRIVATE BRANCH EXCHANGE APPARATUS

This is a Continuation of application Ser. No. 08/045,082 filed Apr. 12, 1993, now abandoned.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

This invention relates to a private branch exchange apparatus and particularly to a private branch exchange apparatus with a function for providing selective services to a push button telephone connected thereto with additional functions and to a general telephone without additional functions connected thereto in parallel to the push button telephone.

2. Description of the Prior Art

A private branch exchange apparatus is known. Such a private branch exchange apparatus is connected to a plurality of push button telephones to provide communication with a telephone line and intercommunication between the push button telephones connected thereto. The prior art private branch exchange apparatus comprises extension ports, each having a speaking circuit for transmitting voice signals and a data communication circuit for communicating data, for example, information of ON HOOK or OFF HOOK, ring command data, or the like. A plurality of push button telephone are connected thereto to provide users various additional functions with the private branch exchange apparatus.

Another prior art private branch exchange apparatus referred to as a hybrid type electronic private branch exchange apparatus is known. Such a prior art private branch exchange apparatus has an external port capable of connection to both a push button telephone and a general telephone having only basic function in parallel.

However, in the prior art hybrid private branch exchange apparatus, there is a problem that when a call reaches to one of extension ports of the hybrid private branch exchange apparatus, both push button telephone and general telephone ring at the same time. That is, it is impossible to selectively ring either of them. Moreover, there is a problem that it is impossible for either of the push button and general telephone connected to the same extension port to call the other one by using ringing.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention has been developed in order to remove the above-described drawbacks inherent to the conventional private branch exchange apparatus.

According to this invention there is provided a private branch exchange apparatus having a plurality of extension ports and a channel control circuit, each of the extension ports having a terminal; a first data communication circuit for communicating control data including a first dial signal in cooperation with a first telephone having a second data communication circuit for communicating with the first data communication circuit; a ring signal generation circuit for generating and outputting a ring signal at the terminal; and a dial signal detection circuit for detecting a second dial signal at the terminal, the channel control circuit providing a communication passage between a telephone line coupled to the private branch exchange apparatus and the terminal of one of the extension ports and between the terminals of the extension ports in response to a channel control signal, each of the terminal being provided for coupling, in parallel, the channel control circuit to the first telephone which further has a first ring sound generation circuit responsive to the control data for generating a first ring sound and to a second telephone having a second ring sound generation circuit for generating a second ring sound in response to the ring signal, the private branch exchange apparatus further comprising an acoustic channel control circuit to the first telephone which further has a first ring sound generation circuit for detecting the first and second dial signals from one of the extension ports and for analyzing the first and second dial signals to produce a dialed number; and a control circuit responsive to the dialed number for effecting first and second functions in accordance with a control signal, the first function generating the channel control signal and for causing the first data communication circuit of one of the extension ports selected in accordance with the dialed number to send the control data to the second data communication circuit of the first telephone in order to cause the first ring sound generation circuit to generate the second ring sound, the second function causing the ring signal generation circuit of the selected one of the extension ports to generate and send the ring signal to the second ring sound generation circuit of the second telephone, wherein the control circuit effects the first and second functions at the substantially same time when the data is indicative of the first condition and the control circuit effects either of the first function and second function in accordance with a command signal when the data is indicative of the second condition.

According to the present invention there is further provided a private branch exchange apparatus having a plurality of extension ports and channel control circuit, each of the extension ports having a terminal; a first data communica-
tion circuit for communicating control data including first dial signal with a first telephone having a second data communication circuit for communicating with the first data communication circuit; a ring signal generation circuit for generating and outputting a ring signal at the terminal; and a dial signal detection circuit for detecting a second dial signal at the terminal, the channel control circuit providing a communication passage between a telephone line coupled to the private branch exchange apparatus and the terminal of one of the extension ports and between the terminals of the extension ports in response to a channel control signal, each of the terminal being provided for coupling, in parallel, the channel control circuit to the first telephone which further has first ring sound generation circuit responsive to the control data for generating a first ring sound and to a second telephone having a second ring sound generation circuit for generating a second ring sound in response to the ring signal, the private branch exchange apparatus comprising: a dial signal analyzing circuit for detecting the first and second dial signals from one of the extension ports and for analyzing the first and second dial signals to reproduce a dialed number indicative of each of the extension ports; a first detection circuit for detecting which extension port receives the first dial signal; a second detection circuit for detecting which extension port receives the second dial signal; a third detection circuit for detecting whether or not one of the extension ports indicated by the dialed number agrees with the extension port detected by the first or second detection circuit; and a control circuit responsive to the first to third detection circuit and the dialed number for causing the first data communication circuit of one of the extension ports selected in accordance with the dialed number to send the control data to the second data communication circuit of the first telephone in order to cause the first ring sound generation circuit to generate the second ring sound when the second detection circuit detects the second dial signal and for causing the ring signal generation circuit of the selected one of the extension ports to generate and send the ring signal to the second ring sound generation circuit of the second telephone when the first detection circuit detects the first dial signal.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The object and features of the present invention will become more readily apparent from the following detailed description taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings in which:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an embodiment of a private branch exchange apparatus of this invention;

FIG. 2 shows a flow chart showing an operation of this embodiment of this invention;

FIG. 3 shows a flow chart of this embodiment showing a subroutine shown in FIG. 2;

FIG. 4 is a table of this embodiment for showing an example of content of a memory 14 shown in FIG. 1;

FIG. 5A is a table of this embodiment for showing an example of content of a memory 15 shown in FIG. 1;

FIG. 5B is an illustration of this embodiment for showing this dialing operation;

FIG. 6 is a table of this embodiment for showing an example of content of a memory 17 shown in FIG. 1; and

FIG. 7 shows a partial flow chart of a modified embodiment.

The same or corresponding elements or parts are designated as like references throughout the drawings.
made. FIG. 4 is a table of this embodiment for showing an example of content of the memory 14. In FIG. 4, data corresponding to the extension port A is set to one. That is, data of "one" is stored at an address corresponding to the external port A. This means that the extension port A is connected to the standard type telephone 3a and the push button telephone 2a in parallel. Data corresponding to the extension port B is set to one. This means that the extension port B is connected to the standard type telephone 3b and the push button telephone 2b in a parallel condition. Data corresponding to the extension port C is set to zero. This means that the extension port A is not connected to the standard type telephone 3a or 3b but to the push button telephone 2c.

The memory 15 stores information indicating whether bells of both push button telephone 2 and the standard type telephone 3 are ringed or either of them are ringed. That is, the memory 15 stores the information how to call by the push button telephone 2 or the standard telephone 3. FIG. 5A is a table of this embodiment for showing an example of content of the memory 15. In FIG. 5A, data corresponding to the extension port A is set to two. That is, data of "two" is stored at an address corresponding to the external port A. This means that the control circuit 12 calls either of telephone specified by data additionally sent with a extension dial number. That is, the control circuit 12 calls either of the push button telephone 2 or the standard type telephone 3 in accordance with a special number dialed after dialing of the extension dial number of the extension port A. Data corresponding to the extension port B is set to one. This means that the control circuit 12 calls both of the push button telephone 2b and the standard type telephone 3b connected to the extension port B when a call reached to the extension port B.

For example, it is assumed that an operator using the extension telephone line 5 of an extension port C and calls the standard type telephone 3c connected to the extension port A to which the push button telephone 2a and the standard type telephone 3a are connected in parallel. The operator dials \{101\} which means the extension port A and then dials \{0\}. That is, the operator dials \{101 0\}. The control circuit 12 of the private branch exchange apparatus 1 detects the dialed numbers and checks the memory 15 with the digits from the first to third of the detected extension telephone number. Then, the control circuit 12 recognizes the call requesting communication with the extension port A with data \{101\} and then, checks data corresponding to the extension port A stored in the memory 15. The data is set to two, then the control circuit 12 determines to call the standard type telephone 3c with the fourth digit \{0\} which means the standard type telephone 3. FIG. 5B is an illustration of this embodiment for showing this dialing operation. That is, the first three digit means the requesting the extension port A and the fourth digit means the request of the standard type telephone 3c.

The memory 17 stores information indicating whether a calling of the telephone connected to the same extension port is permitted or inhibited.

The control circuit 12 comprises a well-known microprocessor having a ROM, a RAM, input ports, and output ports. In fact, the memories 14, 15, 17, and 18 are included in the microprocessor. The data communication circuit 6 and the dc loop current observing circuit 7 of each of extension interface circuits 16 are coupled to the microprocessor 12 through input ports and output ports of the microprocessor 12, so that the microprocessor 12 can detect which extension port requests communication.

The push button telephone 2a, 2b, or 2c comprises a data communication circuit 21 for communicating data with the data communication circuit 6 of the private branch exchange apparatus 1 through the data communication line 4; a talking circuit 27 for communication of voice signals between a hand set 24 and telephone line 9 or other extension telephone through the extension telephone line 5; an operation circuit 23 for producing a dialing signal, etc.; a display circuit 26 for displaying information for an operator; a tone generating circuit 22 for generating an audio tone, such as a ring sound, for the operator; and a control circuit 25 for controlling the display circuit 26 and the tone generating circuit 22 in accordance with data from the data communication circuit 21 and command signals or dial signals from the operation circuit 23. The display circuit 26 informs the operator that this terminal is being used or other terminal is being used with a lamp (not shown). The standard type telephone 3c is connected to the extension telephone line 5 in parallel to the talking circuit 27 as shown in FIG. 1.

Hereinbelow will be described operation with reference to FIG. 2. FIG. 2 shows a flow chart showing the operation of this embodiment of this invention. The control circuit 12 executes the program represented by FIG. 2 when an interconnection between extension telephones connected to the private branch exchange apparatus 1 is requested by the dial signal.

In step s20, the control circuit 12 checks whether or not a dial signal detected by the dc loop current observing circuit 7 or data communication circuit 6 is present. If the dial signal is absent, processing proceeds to step s21. In step s21, the control circuit 12 analyzes the dial signal, that is, the control circuit 12 detects each digit of dialed number. In the following step s22, the control circuit 12 checks whether or not a destination indicated by the dialed number is an external telephone 2a-2e or 3a, 3c. If the destination is directed to the outside line, i.e., telephone line 9 (NO), processing proceeds to outside line subroutine s23. The description of this processing is omitted because this process is well known and is not directly concerned to this invention. In step s22, if YES, processing proceeds to step s24. In step s24, the control circuit 12 detects which extension telephone calls by checking input ports of the control circuit 12. In the following step s25, a decision is made as to whether or not the telephone of the destination is connected to the same extension port as the calling telephone is connected. If the telephone of the destination is connected to the same extension port as the calling telephone is connected (YES), processing proceeds to a same extension port subroutine s26 which will be described latter. If the telephone of the destination is connected to the other extension port (NO), processing proceeds to step s2.

In step s2, the control circuit makes a decision as to whether or not the parallel connection of the push button telephone and the standard type telephone has been done by checking data stored in the memory 14 at an address corresponding to an extension port of the destination. If the parallel connection has not been done (NO), processing proceeds to step s3. In step s3, the control circuit makes a decision as to whether the telephone of the destination is a push button or a standard type telephone by checking the third digit 30 of dialed telephone number detected and analyzed at step s21. If the telephone of the destination is a push button telephone 2a, 2b, or 2c, the control circuit 12 causes the data communication circuit 6 to send a ring command signal on the data communication line 4 of the port of the destination. If the telephone of the destination is
a standard type telephone 3a or 3b, the control circuit 12 causes the ring signal generation circuit 8 to send a ring signal on the extension telephone line 5 of the port of the destination.

In step s2, if the parallel connection has been done (YES), processing proceeds to step s6. In step s6, the control circuit 12 makes a decision as to whether data stored in the memory 15 at an address corresponding to the extension port of the destination indicates "CALL THE SPECIFIED TELEPHONE" or "CALL BOTH TELEPHONE". If the data indicates "CALL BOTH TELEPHONE" (NO), the control circuit 12 causes the data communication circuit 6 to send the ring command signal on the data communication line 4 of the port of the destination in step s7 and causes the ring signal generation circuit 8 to send the ring signal on the extension telephone line 5 of the port of the destination in step s8.

In step s6, if the data indicates "CALL THE SPECIFIED TELEPHONE" (YES), the control circuit 12 makes a decision as to whether the telephone of the destination is a push button 2a–2c or a standard type telephone 3a or 3b by checking the fourth digit 30 of dialed telephone number detected and analyzed at step s21. If the telephone of the destination is a push button telephone 2a, 2b, or 2c, the control circuit 12 causes the data communication circuit 6 to send the ring command signal on the data communication line 4 of the port of the destination in step s10. If the telephone of the destination is a standard type telephone 3a or 3b, the control circuit 12 causes the ring signal generation circuit 8 to send the ring signal on the extension telephone line 5 of the port of the destination in step s11.

In the push button telephone 2a, 2b, or 2c, the ring command signal sent from the data communication circuit 6 is received by the data communication circuit 21 which sends it to the control circuit 25. The control circuit 25 causes the tone generation circuit 22 to generate a ring sound. The ring signal sent from the ring signal generation circuit 8 is received by the standard type telephone 3a or 3b which generates a ring sound as well known.

Hereinafter will be described operation of calling between telephones connected to the same extension line, that is, the subroutine s25 mentioned above.

The memory 17 stores information indicating whether a calling of the telephone connected to the same extension port is permitted or inhibited. FIG. 6 is a table of this embodiment for showing an example of content of the memory 17. In FIG. 6, data corresponding to the extension port A is set to one. That is, data of "one" is stored at an address corresponding to the external port A in the memory 17. This means that the telephone connected to the same extension port is permitted. Data corresponding to the extension port B is set to zero. This means that the telephone connected to the same extension port is inhibited.

FIG. 3 shows a flow chart of this embodiment showing the subroutine s25 shown in FIG. 2.

After processing of steps s24 and s25, that is, the control circuit 12 detects which extension telephone calls and whether or not the calling extension calls the other extension connected to the same extension port, processing proceeds to step s31. In step s31, the control circuit 12 makes a decision as to whether or not the extension telephone connected to the same extension port is permitted to call the other by checking the memory 17. That is, the control circuit 12 reads data in the memory 17 at an address corresponding to the extension port and checks that the data is "1" which means "permission". If the extension telephone connected to the same extension port is permitted to call the other extension telephone (YES), processing proceeds to step s32. If NO, processing proceeds to step s36. In step s32, the control circuit 12 makes a decision as to whether the fourth digit 30 of dialed telephone number detected and analyzed at step s21 is "0". If the data is "0" (YES), namely, the telephone of the destination is a standard type telephone 3a or 3b, the control circuit 12 causes the ring signal generation circuit 8 to send the ring signal on the extension telephone line 5 of the port of the destination in step s33. If the data is "1", namely, the telephone of the destination is a push button telephone 2a, 2b, or 2c, the control circuit 12 causes the data communication circuit 8 to send the ring command signal on the data communication line 4 of the port of the destination in step s35. In the step s36, the control circuit 12 causes the data communication circuit 6 to send a reorder tone command signal to the control circuit 25 of the push button telephone 2a, 2b, or 2c when the type of the calling extension telephone which is detected in step s24 is push button telephone 2a, 2b, or 2c.

In the push button telephone 2a, 2b, or 2c, the control circuit 25 causes the tone generation circuit 22 to generate the reorder tone on reception of the reorder tone command signal and the ring sound on reception of the ring command signal sent from the data communication circuit 6. The ring signal generation circuit 8 generates the reorder tone when it receives a control signal indicative of the reorder tone signal from the control circuit 12 and the ring sound when it receives the other control signal indicative of the ring signal. The reorder tone is well known in the art of the private branch exchange apparatus and is generated such that a short interval tone is successively repeated to warning the operator of a miss operation of dialing.

FIG. 7 shows a partial flow chart of a modified embodiment. In this modified embodiment, the steps s39 in FIG. 2 is replaced by the steps s9a and s9b. That is, processing is branched off in accordance with data stored in the memory 18. In step s9a, the control circuit 12 reads data stored in the memory 18 at an address corresponding to the external port. In the following step s9b, the control circuit 12 makes a decision as to whether or not the read data indicates the push button telephone. Processing proceeds to step s10 if the answer is YES and to step s11 if the answer is NO.

As mentioned above, according to the private branch exchange apparatus of this invention, if a push button telephone and a standard type telephone connected to the same extension port in parallel, it is possible for an operator using an extension telephone to call either of the push button telephone or the standard telephone selectively. Moreover, it is possible to call the other telephone connected in parallel and communicate therewith. Further, it is possible to forward a reception of call to either of the push button telephone or the standard telephone selectively. Moreover, it is possible to forward a call to the other telephone connected in parallel.

What is claimed is:

1. A private branch exchange apparatus comprising:
   a plurality of extension ports each including a data communication line and an extension telephone line;
   a plurality of extension interface circuits corresponding to the extension ports: wherein each extension interface circuit is coupled to the data communication line and
the extension telephone line of a corresponding one of the extension ports and detects a dial signal present on at least one of the data communication line and the extension telephone line;

first data storage means for storing data indicative of whether each of the extension ports is coupled to parallel connected telephones of first and second types; second data storage means for storing data indicative of whether the parallel connected telephones coupled to one of the extension ports, indicated as being coupled to parallel connected telephones by the data stored in the first data storage means should be rung together or separately;

control means for receiving the dial signal, indicative of a destination, from one of the extension interface circuits and controlling the operation of the extension interface circuits to supply at least one of a first ring signal to a data communication line of an extension port corresponding to the destination when the first type of telephone including a data communication circuit is being called, and a second ring signal to the extension telephone line of the extension port corresponding to the destination when the second type of telephone without a data communication circuit is being called;

wherein the control means controls the operation of the extension interface circuits based on the data stored in the first and second data storage means to simultaneously supply both the first and second ring signals when the data stored in the first and second data storage means indicates that the extension port corresponding to the destination is coupled to the parallel connected telephones and the parallel connected telephones connected to the extension port corresponding to the destination are to be rung together;

a third data storage means for storing data indicative of whether the parallel telephones connected to one of the extension ports can be interconnected; and

wherein, when the destination is within the same extension port corresponding to the extension interface circuit from which the dial signal is received, the control means controls the interface circuit corresponding to the same extension port based on the data stored in the third data storage means to: (a) supply at least one of the first ring signal to the data communication line of the same extension port and the second ring signal to the extension telephone line of the same extension port based on the type of telephone being called when the data stored in the third data storage means indicates interconnection is permitted; and (b) supply a reorder signal to at least one of the data communication line and the extension telephone line of the same extension port when the data stored in the third data storage means indicates interconnection is not permitted.

2. A private branch exchange apparatus as claimed in claim 1, wherein each of the extension interface circuits includes a data communication circuit coupled to the data communication line of the extension interface circuit's corresponding extension port, and a current observing circuit and a ring signal generation circuit coupled to the extension telephone line of the extension interface circuit's corresponding extension port.

3. A private branch exchange apparatus as claimed in claim 2, wherein the data communication circuit of each extension interface circuit detects whether the dial signal is present on the data communication line coupled thereto, and the current observing circuit detects whether the dial signal is present on the extension telephone line coupled thereto.

4. A private branch exchange apparatus as claimed in claim 2, wherein the data communication circuit generates the first ring signal, and the ring signal generation circuit generates the second ring signal.

5. A private branch exchange apparatus as claimed in claim 1, wherein the control means determines the type of telephone being called based on telephone type data included in the dial signal.

6. A private branch exchange apparatus as claimed in claim 1, further comprising a memory coupled to the control means for storing telephone type data indicative of the type of telephone connected to each of the extension ports, and wherein the control means determine the type of telephone being called based on the telephone type data stored in the memory.

7. A private branch exchange apparatus as claimed in claim 1, wherein said first type of telephone is a push button telephone including a data communication circuit and said second type of telephone is a standard type of telephone.

* * * * *